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Abstract

Automatic bilingual term extraction is essen-
tial for providing a consistent bilingual term
list for human translators engaged in translat-
ing a set of documents. We compare three sta-
tistical measures for extracting bilingual terms
from a phrase-table built from a parallel cor-
pus. We show that these measures extract dif-
ferent bilingual term candidates and a combi-
nation of these measures ranks valid bilingual
terms highly.

1 Introduction

Automatic bilingual term extraction methods have
been studied extensively, because bilingual terms are
essential in supporting human and machine transla-
tion. For example, Itagaki et al. (2007) have pro-
posed a supervised method for extracting bilingual
terms from a phrase-table built from parallel corpus
using standard statistical machine translation tech-
niques. Tonoike et al. (2005) have used an existing
bilingual dictionary to estimate translations for tech-
nical terms.

Our objective for extracting bilingual terms from
a phrase-table is to provide a consistent bilingual
term list for human translators engaged in translating
a set of documents. In this case, we have a parallel
corpus created from a set of past related documents
(e.g., computer manuals). From this parallel corpus,
we can extract a set of bilingual terms that should
be used by the translators for the documents being
translated.

Since these documents are often domain specific,
we usually do not have annotated data for training

supervised methods nor bilingual dictionaries spe-
cific to the documents under translation. Conse-
quently, we need to develop unsupervised methods
for extracting bilingual terms from a phrase-table.

In this paper, we compare three measures for ex-
tracting bilingual terms. We also propose a term
counting method which is suitable for extracting
bilingual terms.

2 Related Work

There has been a lot of work done on extracting
bilingual terms from parallel or comparable corpora
(Robitaille et al., 2006; Hjelm, 2007; Fan et al.,
2009; Lee et al., 2010). For example, Itagaki et al.
(2007) proposed a supervised method for extracting
bilingual terms from the phrase-table built from a
parallel corpus. They first extracted bilingual term
candidates from the phrase-table. Then, they an-
notated these candidates as valid or invalid terms.
They used this annotated data to train a classifier for
discriminating valid or invalid terms in the extracted
term candidates. Tonoike et al. (2005) proposed a
method using an existing bilingual dictionary. They
translated the components of each source language
term using the bilingual dictionary and combined
these translations to form term candidates. They
then validated these term candidates using statistics
obtained from comparable corpora.

Since, as stated in the introduction, we need to
develop unsupervised methods for extracting bilin-
gual terms, we extract bilingual terms from the
phrase-table using statistical measures. In addition,
we compare three statistical measures for extracting
bilingual terms. Note that Macken et al. (2008)
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have also used statistical measures to filter out in-
valid bilingual term candidates; however, they did
not compare their statistical measures against other
measures.

3 Bilingual term extraction

We extract bilingual terms from a Japanese-English
parallel corpus.1 The overview of our bilingual term
extraction method is as follows:

(1) Extract the term candidates, which match spe-
cific part-of-speech(POS) patterns (e.g., a sin-
gle noun or a noun sequence), from the Japanese
and English sentences of the given parallel cor-
pus.

(2) Build the phrase-table from the parallel corpus
using the Moses toolkit (Koehn et al., 2007).

(3) Extract bilingual term candidates from the
phrase table that are included in the term can-
didates obtained in (1).

(4) Calculate a statistical measure for each candi-
date term.

(5) Rank the candidates according to the statistical
measure, and extract the highly-ranked candi-
dates as valid bilingual terms.

We compare three statistical measures, ScoreF ,
ScoreL and ScoreC , for extracting correct bilingual
terms.

3.1 Extraction of term candidates

We use functions implemented in TermExtract 2 to
extract term candidates. TermExtract is a Perl mod-
ule for extracting terms. We slightly modified the
POS patterns used in TermExtract for our purposes.
For example, we allowed plural nouns for our term
candidates. Note that the POS patterns are specific
to each language.

Examples of Japanese and English POS pat-
terns and term candidates are as follows, where the
Japanese term candidates are romanized and written
in bold.

A noun: suso (hem), underwear
1However, our method is language independent.
2http://gensen.dl.itc.u-tokyo.ac.jp/termextract.html

Noun sequence: rinen sozai (linen material), pur-

into kizi (printed fabric), boxer shorts, chest
pocket

Adjective+Noun: metallic color, checkered coat

3.2 Fisher’s exact test

Fisher’s exact test has been used by Johnson et al.
(2007) to select valid phrase pairs from the phrase-
table for statistical machine translation. We use the
statistic of Fisher’s exact test as ScoreF to mea-
sure the validity of each bilingual term candidate.
The statistic used in Fisher’s exact test is defined as
ScoreF as follows. First, we obtain the contingency
table, shown below, for a bilingual term candidate
TJ,E consisting of Japanese term J and English term
E

C(J,E) C(J)− C(J,E)

C(E)− C(J,E) N − C(J)− C(E) + C(J,E)

where C(J,E), C(J), C(E), and N are the num-
bers of parallel sentences containing J and E,
Japanese sentences containing J , English sentences
containing E, and all parallel sentences, respec-
tively. ScoreF of TJ,E is defined as

ScoreF = − log(p-value)

where

p-value =

∞∑
k=C(J,E)

Ph(k)

Ph(C(J,E))=
( C(J)
C(J,E))(

N−C(J)
C(E)−C(J,E))

( N
C(E))

Note that Ph(C(J,E)) is the probability of observ-
ing the contingency table under the null hypothesis
of J and E being independent of each other. Conse-
quently, ScoreF has a high value when they are not
independent each other.

3.3 Log-likelihood ratio

Fisher’s exact test treats the Japanese and English
terms in each candidate bilingual term as units for
counting C(J,E). In this section, we propose us-
ing the word alignments of each candidate term to
measure the validity of that term.

Let TJ,E be a bilingual term candidate consisting
of Japanese term J and English term E. Let J and
E be composed of j1, j2, . . . , jk and e1, e2, . . . , el,
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Aj,e = {(j1, e1), (j1, e2), (j3, e2)}
Ac = {j2, e3}

j1 j2 j3

e1 e2 e3

�

�

�

�

�

�

���
���

Figure 1: Example of word alignments.

respectively. Then, Aj,e is the set of the word align-
ments in TJ,E , and Ac is the set of words having
no corresponding words. Figure 1 illustrates an ex-
ample of the word alignments in TJ,E composed of
J = {j1, j2, j3} and E = {e1, e2, e3}.

ScoreL of TJ,E is defined as follows:

ScoreL(TJ,E)=
∑

(jk,el)∈Aj,e
LLRj,e(jk,el|TJ,E)

+
∑

c∈Ac
LLRc,ϕ(c,ϕ|TJ,E)

LLRj,e(jk,el|TJ,E)=log
P (+1|jk,el)

1−P (+1|jk,el)

P (+1|jk,el)=CA(jk,el)+α

C(jk,el)+2α

LLRc,ϕ(c,ϕ|TJ,E)=log
P (+1|c,ϕ)

1−P (+1|c,ϕ)

P (+1|c,ϕ)=Cϕ(c)+α

C(c)+2α

where CA(jk, el) and C(jk, el) are the numbers of
parallel sentences containing the word alignment
(jk, el) and parallel sentences containing jk and el,
respectively. The log-likelihood ratio defined in
LLRj,e(jk, el | TJ,E) has a high value when jk and
el are aligned often in parallel sentences. α is a
smoothing parameter. We use α = 1 in this paper. If
a word c has no correspondence in TJ,E , we regard
that it corresponds to a null word. Cϕ(c) and C(c)
are the numbers of parallel sentences where c has no
correspondence and parallel sentences containing c,
respectively. LLRc,ϕ(c, ϕ | TJ,E) has a high value
when c is not usually aligned. Consequently, ScoreL
has a high value when the word alignments in TE,J

are often aligned and the isolated words in TJ,E are
usually not aligned.

For example, in Figure 1, ScoreL is calculated as
ScoreL(TJ,E)=LLRj,e(j1,e1|TJ,E)+LLRj,e(j1,e2|TJ,E)+

LLRj,e(j3,e2|TJ,E)+LLRc,ϕ(j2,ϕ|TJ,E)+LLRc,ϕ(e3,ϕ|TJ,E).

3.4 C-value

The C-value (Frantzi et al., 1996) has been used
to measure the validity of monolingual term candi-
dates. C-value of term T is defined as:

C-value(T )=(|T |−1)
(
n(T )− t(T )

c(T )

)
(1)

where |T | is the number of words in T , n(T ) is the
number of occurrences of T in the monolingual cor-
pus, t(T ) is the number of total occurrences of the
terms containing T as a substring, and c(T ) is the
number of the terms containing T . Note that if T
consists of one word, its C-value is 0.

We use the C-value to measure the validity of
bilingual term candidates. We first calculate the C-
value of all term candidates in Japanese and English.
Next, we rank the term candidates in each language
in decreasing order of C-values. As a result, J and E
in term candidate TJ,E are assigned ranks R(J) and
R(E) in each language. Finally, ScoreC is defined
as ScoreC(TJ,E) =

R(J)+R(E)
2 .

3.5 Bilingual term counting

We compare two methods for counting the number
of occurrences of term T . The first involves count-
ing the number of occurrences of term T without re-
garding where T occurs. The second involves count
the number of occurrences of term T only when it
occurs alone, i.e., we do not count the number of oc-
currences of term T when it occurs as a substring of
a longer term.

We apply these counting methods to ScoreF and
ScoreL because the C-value has already incorpo-
lated a modified counting method that considers
nested-collocations. We use ScoreF1, ScoreF2,
ScoreL1 and ScoreL2 to denote ScoreF and ScoreL
with the first and second counting methods.

3.6 Combination of measures

As shown in the experiments below, ScoreF2 and
ScoreL2 are better than ScoreF1 and ScoreL1.
In addition, ScoreF2, ScoreL2, and ScoreC
extract different bilingual term candidates.
Thus, we combine these measures using their
ranks. That is, if we let R(ScoreF2(TJ,E)),
R(ScoreL2(TJ,E)), and R(ScoreC(TJ,E)) be the
ranks of TJ,E according to these measures, we
then define ScoreFLC as ScoreFLC(TJ,E) =
R(ScoreF2(TJ,E))+R(ScoreL2(TJ,E))+R(ScoreC(TJ,E))

3

4 Experiments

We extracted bilingual term candidates from a
Japanese-English parallel corpus consisting of doc-
uments related to apparel products. The paral-
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lel corpus consisted of about 60,000 sentences,
with 821,310 Japanese words, and 891,120 English
words. The number of bilingual term candidates ex-
tracted from the phrase-table was 22,543 pairs.

4.1 Evaluation of translation quality

We manually evaluated 100 bilingual term candi-
dates that were randomly selected from the top 1,000
candidates for each statistical measure.

F1 L1 C F2 L2 FLC
A 43 77 78 71 79 87
A’ 25 5 6 18 4 2
B 24 18 14 8 17 11
C 8 0 2 3 0 0

Table 1: Evaluation of translation quality

Table 1 shows the evaluation results of the trans-
lation quality of the bilingual terms. In this ta-
ble, rows “A”, “A”’, “B” and “C” indicate that the
bilingual terms are “correct”, “correct depending on
contexts”, “partly correct”, and “incorrect”, respec-
tively. Columns “F1”, “F2”, “L1”, “L2”, “C”, and
“FLC” mean ScoreF1, ScoreF2, ScoreL1, ScoreL2,
ScoreC , and ScoreFLC , respectively. Table 2 shows
examples of the bilingual term extracted by ScoreF2,
ScoreL2, and ScoreC . Table 1 shows that ScoreF1 is
inferior to the other methods. The number of As was
43 and was statistically significantly (p < 0.01) less
than those obtained by other measures based on the
two-sided proportional test. While the differences
among other measures were not statistically signifi-
cant, ScoreFLC had the best translation quality and
the differences with ScoreL2 were almost statisti-
cally significant (p = 0.066).

Form this table, we concluded that we can use un-
supervised methods to extract bilingual terms with
high accuracy.

4.2 Comparison of measures

As shown in Table 1, ScoreFLC was the best of all
measures. We attribute this to the diversity of bilin-
gual terms extracted by each of the measures, as de-
scribed below, and the bilingual term having each
characteristic has high accuracy.

We investigated the correlation between the rank-
ings of the candidates extracted by each measure.

L1 C F2 L2
F1 0.332 0.075 0.704 0.288
L1 0.313 0.377 0.854
C 0.128 0.312
F2 0.422

Table 3: Rank correlation coefficients between rankings
of each measure.

F2 ∩ L2 F2 ∩ C L2 ∩ C F2 ∩ L2 ∩ C
369 190 423 187

Table 4: Number of common bilingual terms in ranking
of each measure (Top 1,000).

Table 3 shows the Kendall’s rank correlation coef-
ficients between these measures. As shown in the
table, correlations among these measures were not
high except for (F1, F2) and (L1, L2). This indi-
cates that these measures extracted different bilin-
gual term candidates. Indeed, as shown in Table
4, there are few common bilingual terms in the top
1000 of each measure’s ranking. The 187 bilingual
terms in F2∩L2∩C should have characteristics from
each measure and high translation quality.

Next, we investigated the characteristics of the ex-
tracted bilingual terms by each measure. Figures
2(a) and 2(b) show the average number of words and
occurrences of bilingual terms for every 1000 ranks.
The distribution of English words (not shown) was
similar to those of Japanese words.

Figure 2 shows that ScoreF2 extracted bilingual
terms that have few words and high occurrence fre-
quency.

ScoreL2 also extracted bilingual terms that have
high occurrence, but ones with many words. This
is because ScoreL2 is the sum of the log-likelihood
ratios of the words in the corresponding term. That
is, bilingual terms that have many words with estab-
lished word alignments are ranked highly in ScoreL2
ranking.

In ScoreC , the bilingual terms that have few oc-
currences and many words were extracted. As al-
ready mentioned in Section 3.4, the C-value assigns
0 to the term candidates consisting of one word. This
is the reason why the bilingual terms consisting of
more than one word are highly ranked in ScoreC
ranking. Although C-value does not consider the
bilingual relationship of the candidate terms, it ex-
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F2 L2 C
daiya⇔diamond daun jaketto⇔down jacket kitake nagame⇔long length

A orizinaru botan⇔original buttons kata osi reza-⇔embossed leather ga-ze sozai⇔gauze material
wanpi-su⇔one-piece dress kotton zi⇔cotton fabric guren tyekku⇔glen plaid

siagari⇔finish kisetu kan⇔seasonal look kobana gara⇔floral pattern
A’ pointo⇔accent iro zukai⇔coloring pasu ke-su⇔card case

gara⇔patterns koukyuu kan⇔high quality touch sozai kan⇔unique look
uesuto bubun (waist part) konbou sozai (blend material) iro oti (faded color)

⇔waist ⇔blend ⇔faded look
B iro (color) akusento (accent) kinou sei (functionality)

⇔different colors ⇔nice accent ⇔terms of functionality
sodeguti (cuff) siruetto bodi- (body silhouette)

⇔hem ⇔item features
C hadazawari (feel) mo-do kan (fashion sense)

⇔comfortable ⇔new model

Table 2: Examples of the extracted bilingual term and their evaluation.
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Figure 2: Characteristics of the extracted bilingual term by each measures (Top 5,000).

tracted precise translation candidates as shown in
Table 1. This indicates that C-value can filter out
noisy bilingual term candidates from the phrase-
table.

ScoreFLC , ScoreF2, ScoreL2, and ScoreC filter
each other the noisy bilingual term extracted by each
score. The characteristic of ScoreFLC indicated a
tendency similar to ScoreC in Figure 2. From this,
the ScoreC’s residual noise was filtered by ScoreF2

and ScoreL2. If we want to extract the bilingual term
having the ScoreC’s characteristic, we can extract
the bilingual term that is more accurate than ScoreC
by using ScoreFLC .

Bilingual term F1 F2
incorrect ringu⇔coloring 35 21,676
correct suri-bu⇔sleeve 749 5,433

Table 5: Bilingual term extracted by ScoreF1 whereas
Score′F2 did not extract, and its rank (The Japanese term
candidates are highlighted in bold).

4.3 Effectiveness of substring consideration

Table 5 shows examples of the extracted bilingual
terms. The first example is wrongly extracted by
ScoreF1 but is correctly extracted by ScoreF2 as
kara- ringu and coloring. ScoreF1 wrongly ex-
tracted ringu (ring) instead of kara- ringu because
ringu is a substring of kara- ringu. This means that
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the co-occurrence frequency of ringu and coloring
is larger than that of kara- ringu and coloring. As
a result, it extracted the wrong bilingual term. This
shows that the counting method considering the sub-
strings are useful for eliminating the bilingual term
which tends to occur as the substrings of other bilin-
gual terms.

The second example represents the correct bilin-
gual terms that were not extracted by the ScoreF2

due to their low frequency of co-occurrence. The
suri-bu⇔sleeve pair had a strong tendency to be
substrings in our experiments. In fact, the Japanese
term candidates included 38 candidates containing
suri-bu as a substring, while the English term can-
didates included 49 candidates containing sleeve as
a substring. As a result, the co-occurrence frequency
used in ScoreF2 became lower than that in ScoreF1.

5 Conclusion

In this study, we compared three statistical mea-
sures for extracting bilingual terms from the phrase-
table built from a parallel corpus. Each measure ex-
tracts different bilingual term candidates. Specifi-
cally, each method differs in the number of words
extracted and the occurrences of bilingual terms.
Consequently, the combination of these measures
ranks valid bilingual terms highly.
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